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Abstract: Rural areas cool off by night but built-up urban areas lack similar relief and may threaten
vulnerable people’s health during heat waves. Temperature varies within a city due to the het-
erogenous nature of urban environments, but official measurement stations are unable to capture
local variations, since they use few measurement stations typically set up outside of urban areas.
Meteorological measurements may as such be at odds with citizen sensing, where absolute accuracy
is sacrificed in pursuit of increased coverage. In this article, we use geographic information process-
ing methodologies and generate 144 hourly apparent temperature surfaces for Rotterdam during a
six-day heat wave that took place in July 2019 in The Netherlands. These surfaces are used to generate
a humidex degree hours (HDH) composite map. The HDH metric integrates apparent temperature
intensity with duration into one spatially explicit value and is used to identify geographical areas
in Rotterdam where citizens may experience adverse health effects of prolonged heat exposure.
Combining the HDH map with demographic data allows us to identify the most heat-exposed areas
with the largest share of vulnerable population. These neighbourhoods may be the locations most in
need of adaptation measures.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Local Citizen Sensing

After the rise of Web 2.0 where “ordinary” citizens have been augmented into citi-
zen sensors, that is, humans acting as sensors and sharing their observations and views
using mobile devices [1], there has been a wide availability of geographical information
voluntarily collected from a broad range of citizens, typically without formal training [2].
This technology has also enabled crowdsourcing, the delegation of professionals’ tradi-
tional tasks to the community at large [3,4]. Spatial crowdsourcing, citizen sensing and
volunteered geographical information [5] are all similar terms relating to citizens acting as
sensors to collect spatial information that are becoming available for the common good.
Within meteorology, however, citizen sensing took place long before Web 2.0, thanks to the
interest of amateurs [6]. Eden [6] stresses, however, that the term “amateur” does not imply
that these observers are “unprofessional” or have “superficial knowledge”, but rather that
the observations are made due to a passion for meteorology and for personal interest and
not because it is their work. Since the turn of the millennium, automated weather stations
have become commonplace in amateur observers’ gardens [7].

1.2. Quality of Citizen Sensing Data

The value of citizen sensing data may be limited by concerns associated with its
quality and the degree to which the contributing data sources may be trusted [8]. Although
crowdsourced atmospheric data lack the calibration, quality assurance and control of tradi-
tional data [9], traditional meteorological measurements are at odds with crowdsourced
data collection where absolute accuracy is sacrificed in pursuit of increased coverage [10].
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Indeed, classical observational networks are designed for detection of synoptic atmospheric
conditions. The observational sensors are, therefore, typically set up outside of urban areas
to ensure precise and representative observation, not influenced by the urban heat islands
effects, and, thus, are rarely suitable for city-specific and intra-urban analysis [11]. Cost
limitations often mean that these standard meteorological networks are not widely avail-
able in real-time or at the range of spatiotemporal scales required for urban heat island
monitoring [12].

Automated weather stations are currently generally available primarily due to mass
production of low cost and user-friendly weather stations as well as a huge interest from so-
called amateur meteorologists to be able to store, analyse and share observations from their
personal weather stations. There has also been extensive testing of the quality resulting
from measurements done by automated personal weather stations, such as Netatmo. Meier,
Fenner, Grassmann, Otto and Scherer [11] compared measurements from Netatmo sensors
to a reference sensor for pre-defined temperature levels between 0 and 30 ◦C. They found
that the Netatmo sensors fulfil the specified manufactured accuracy of ±0.3 ◦C except for
the lowest temperature at 0 ◦C where a warm bias close to 0.5 K was detected.

This article is about using the automatic recordings of air temperature and humidity
from Netatmo weather stations set up by ordinary people to investigate the heat wave
in the Netherlands taking place between 22 and 27 July 2019. Using Rotterdam city as
a case, the first research question we are pursuing is about quality assessment and bias
compensation of Netatmo recordings:

RQ1: Comparing air temperature recordings from Netatmo sensors with official
recordings, what quantity should we use to correct the recordings to compensate for
the bias?

1.3. Heat Waves and Urban Areas

There is no universal definition of a heat wave [13], but The Royal Netherlands
Meteorological Institute (KNMI) defines it as a minimum of five summer days (maximum
temperature being 25 degrees Celsius or higher) of which a minimum of three are tropical
(maximum temperature 30 degrees Celsius or higher). As global warming continues, the
number of heat waves is expected to be more intense, more frequent and to last longer in
Europe, more severe in the Mediterranean region and less severe in Northern Europe [13].
However, as the daytime surface heat island intensity of Rotterdam can be as large as 10 ◦C
compared to surrounding non-urban areas [14] and as Dutch cities are densely populated,
The Netherlands also have a high potential for adverse impacts of future heat waves [15].

Since 1901 until September 2019, The Netherlands have had 28 heat waves, 12 of them
after 2000, and in 2019, maximum temperature for the first time even exceeded 40 degrees
Celsius (https://www.knmi.nl/nederland-nu/klimatologie/lijsten/hittegolven). Figure 1a
shows the development per decade in the number of heat waves in The Netherlands,
whereas Figure 1b shows the accumulated number of days during the heat waves in that
decade, as well as its number of tropical days.

Whereas Figure 1 demonstrates an alarming historical development, these graphs
do not show the geography of heat wave impacts, enabling an identification of the most
exposed locations. In general, urban areas are more exposed to rural areas, because of
the heat island effect and higher levels of air pollution [16]. Heat waves are especially
deadly in cities due to population density and urban surface characteristics. Rural areas
cool off by night, but built-up urban areas lack similar relief and may threaten vulnerable
people’s health [17]. However, there are also temperature variations within a city due to the
heterogenous nature of urban environments such as the presence of trees and water bodies.

https://www.knmi.nl/nederland-nu/klimatologie/lijsten/hittegolven
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Figure 1. Heatwaves in The Netherlands since 1901. (a) Number of heat waves in The Netherlands per decade, (b) the 
number of days during heat waves as well as the number of tropical days (source: https://www.knmi.nl/nederland-
nu/klimatologie/lijsten/hittegolven). 
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economic, social, or cultural assets in places that could be adversely affected” [18]. Being 
in a place where one is exposed to extreme heat can overwhelm a person’s ability to ther-
moregulate, resulting in physiologic heat stress, which may lead to death [20]. Finally, 
vulnerability is defined as “the propensity or predisposition to be adversely affected” [18]. 
Old age is an example of the predisposition that influence a group of people’s capacities 
to anticipate, cope with, resist and recover from a heat wave [21]. 

A commonly used metric to assess health issues related to heat waves, especially in 
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man body cools down by perspiration, and heat is removed from the body by evaporation 
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evaporate and, thus, one gets a perception of being overheated. It is recognised that maps 
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Figure 1. Heatwaves in The Netherlands since 1901. (a) Number of heat waves in The Netherlands per decade, (b) the
number of days during heat waves as well as the number of tropical days (source: https://www.knmi.nl/nederland-nu/
klimatologie/lijsten/hittegolven).

1.4. Exposure and Vulnerability

Hazard, exposure and vulnerability are three key concepts used by the IPCC and
others when study risk related to climate change effects. A hazard is “the potential
occurrence of a natural or human-induced physical event that may cause loss of life, injury,
or other health impacts, as well as damage and loss to property, infrastructure, livelihoods,
service provision, and environmental resources” [18]. A heat wave is a hazard [19] “that
may cause loss of life, injury, or other health impacts” [18]. Exposure is defined as “the
presence of people; livelihoods; environmental services and resources; infrastructure; or
economic, social, or cultural assets in places that could be adversely affected” [18]. Being
in a place where one is exposed to extreme heat can overwhelm a person’s ability to
thermoregulate, resulting in physiologic heat stress, which may lead to death [20]. Finally,
vulnerability is defined as “the propensity or predisposition to be adversely affected” [18].
Old age is an example of the predisposition that influence a group of people’s capacities to
anticipate, cope with, resist and recover from a heat wave [21].

A commonly used metric to assess health issues related to heat waves, especially
in the non-spatial epidemiology literature [22], is apparent temperature (AT), which is a
function of temperature and humidity. At a 20% humidity level, the actual and perceived
temperature is equal, but as humidity increases, so does apparent temperature. The human
body cools down by perspiration, and heat is removed from the body by evaporation
of that sweat. However, high levels of humidity reduce the human body’s capacity to
evaporate and, thus, one gets a perception of being overheated. It is recognised that maps
of apparent temperature are a useful source of information on heat exposure, but more
difficult to map than air or surface temperature [22].

The formula for apparent temperature (AT) is as follows [23]:

AT = Tair + h (1)

where Tair is the air temperature (◦C) taken from the Netatmo recordings and adjusted by
the influence of relative humidity expressed as h:

h = 0.5555 × (e− 10.0) (2)

where h is an increment added to air temperature to represent the effect of humidity on
thermal sensation [23]. Equation (2) incorporates the term e that represents vapour pressure
and is calculated as follows:

e = 6.112 × exp(5417.7530 ×
((

1
273.6

)
−
(

1
Tdp

))
(3)

https://www.knmi.nl/nederland-nu/klimatologie/lijsten/hittegolven
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where Tdp is the dew-point temperature in Kelvin units.
Netatmo sensors do not measure dew-point temperatures, but these can be calcu-

lated based on relative humidity, which is recorded. The relationship between dew-point
temperature (Tdp) and relative humidity (RH) is given by the Arden Buck equation [24]:

Tdp =
1
a

(
b−

√
b2 + 2·a·c

)
(4)

where a = 2/234.5, b = 18.678− (lnRH + α), c = −257.14 × β, α =
(18.678− t

234.5 )t
257.14+t , and

β = lnRH + α.
For the work presented by this article, we construct hourly apparent temperature maps

during a heat wave period and combine these into a cumulative humidex degree hours
(HDH) surface raster. The HDH composite raster describe spatiotemporal heat exposure
for a typical extreme heat alert day [23]. The term “humidex” is short for humidity and
index, an index developed by the Canadian meteorologists Masterton and Richardson [25].
Humidex reflects human felt hot and humid weather by an average person. Using the
cumulative humidex hours surface raster in combination with demographic data on the
neighbouring level, we investigate whether heat-exposed areas co-locate with areas with a
high share of vulnerable population groups by pursuing the second research question:

RQ2: Based on Netatmo-generated apparent temperature surfaces, where are the most
heat-exposed neighbourhoods and do these co-locate with neighbourhoods with a high
share of vulnerable population groups?

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The city of Rotterdam (51◦55′21” N, 4◦28′45.01” E) is the second largest city of The
Netherlands, with 630,000 citizens from 170 nationalities, and is situated about 40 km
inland on the “New Meuse” River (Nieuwe Maas), one of the channels in the North Sea
delta formed by the rivers Rhine and Meuse. Rotterdam is part of The Hague Metropolitan
Area, which is a consortium of 23 municipalities. The city centre is located on the northern
bank of the Nieuwe Maas, although recent urban development has extended the centre
to parts of southern Rotterdam known as De Kop van Zuid (“the Head of South”, i.e., the
northern part of southern Rotterdam). From its inland core, Rotterdam reaches the North
Sea by a swathe of predominantly harbour area. For this study, we only use Netatmo
recordings from Rotterdam’s city area, which is approximately 250 km2 (see Figure 2).

Rotterdam has a temperate climate influenced by the North Sea, with southwest
wind direction, similar to all coastal areas in Netherlands, which maintains moderate
temperatures throughout the year. Located near to the coast, its climate is slightly milder
than locations further inland. Winters are cool with occasional cold days, while the
summers are mild to warm. Temperatures above 30 ◦C are not rare during summer. Heat
waves with temperatures above 30 ◦C occur and may happen more frequently in the
future, mainly in the city centre, due to the urban heat island effect and the urban land use
categories found in the city centre [26].
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2.2. Data Management and Quality Assessment

Whereas the Netatmo sensors are numerous in Rotterdam, there is only one KNMI
climate station situated near Rotterdam airport (see Figure 2). Data from the Netatmo
sensors in Rotterdam, therefore, have the potential to increase the spatial resolution of
weather observations. With a higher density of weather observations comes the opportunity
to be better able to forecast phenomena such as heat waves being sensitive to the small-scale
heterogeneous urban environment.

To check the accuracy of Netatmo recordings for Rotterdam in the period from 22 to
27 July, we compare them with observation from the one KNMI weather station operating
within the study frame area (the weather station Rotterdam 06344 (http://projects.knmi.
nl/klimatologie/metadata/rotterdam.html)). KNMI records temperatures for every hour,
and we, therefore, have 144 hourly observations from midnight 21 July until midnight
27 July. A Netatmo sensor can record temperatures up to every 5 minutes. We sliced the
Netatmo readings into hourly intervals, calculated descriptive statistics and excluded any
observations that were more than three standard deviations from the mean of the hourly
observations, similarly as Chapman, Bell and Bell [10]. Using the 144-point features of
hourly Netatmo readings, we used spatial interpolation (ordinary Kriging) to generate
temperature surfaces. For each of the resulting 144 hourly temperature surfaces, we
extracted the interpolated temperature values at the location for the KNMI point to build a
series of hourly temperature values. We joined this series with the official KNMI recordings
and illustrate how these two sets of values correspond throughout the six days. In addition
to the visual comparison, we also calculated the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) to
quantify the fit between paired series of data values.

2.3. Exposure and Vulnerability Mapping

For the heat exposure mapping, we calibrated the Netatmo recorded air temperatures
with the quantified bias and used these together with Netatmo recorded relative humidity
values to calculate dew-point temperatures. Further, we used the air temperatures and
dew-point temperatures to calculate apparent temperature values for the locations of the
Netatmo weather stations. Finally, we generated humidex degree hours (HDH), as it

http://projects.knmi.nl/klimatologie/metadata/rotterdam.html
http://projects.knmi.nl/klimatologie/metadata/rotterdam.html
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integrates apparent temperature intensity with duration into one spatial explicit value and
used HDH to identify geographical areas in Rotterdam where citizens may experience
adverse health effects of prolonged heat exposure.

The workflow we used to produce the composite HDH raster surface is shown in
Figure 3. Using ordinary Kriging, we generated 144 hourly apparent temperature surfaces,
one for each hour during the six-day-long heat wave. Other length of heat waves would
generate a different number of apparent temperature surfaces. A ten-day-long heat wave,
for instance, would have generated 240 hourly apparent temperature surfaces. Following
Kershaw and Millward [23], who also studied a six-day-long heat wave but in Toronto,
we averaged the six measurements for each of the hours in a 24 h cycle resulting in 24
surface representations of apparent temperature. For a shorter or longer heat wave, there
would still be 24 surface representations at this stage of the process. To generate a humidex
degree hours (HDH) map, we reclassified those of the 24-h apparent temperature surface
representations that had maximum apparent temperature equal or above 30 degrees, which
were true for 12 of the rasters. Since 30 degrees is recognised as the temperature value
when mortality experiences a sharp rise [27], an apparent temperature of 30 was assigned
a value of 1, an apparent temperature of 31 was given a value of 2, and so forth. Apparent
temperature below 30 was given the value 0. Cell values for these 12 rasters were summed
to produce a cumulative humidex degree hours surface raster, “describing spatiotemporal
heat exposure for a typical extreme heat alert day” [23].
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We used the percentage of the population being 65 years or older to represent a
vulnerable group particularly exposed to heat. Demographic data are available at the
neighbourhood level, which is the lowest enumerative unit used by Statistics Netherlands
(Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, CBS). We used the data that were collected for 2018.
There are 302 neighbourhoods that are entirely or partly within our study area. The
percentage of elderly population (65 years or older) ranges from 2 to 82% with a mean at
18.7% and standard deviation at 9.8%. Using the neighbourhood level as data containers,
we used zonal statistics and calculated a mean value for HDH for each of the 302 units.
That allowed us to identify the neighbourhood areas that has both high HDH values and
had a high percentage of elderly in the neighbourhood.
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3. Results
3.1. Accuracy Assessment of Netatmo Recordings

Figure 4 illustrates the correspondence between 144 temperatures registered by
KNMI’s weather station (blue lines) and 144 estimated values extracted from temper-
ature surfaces at the location for the KNMI weather station (red lines). KNMI’s lowest
temperature observation is 15.1 (23 July, 4 h), whereas its maximum temperature is 37.2
(25 July, 16 h). From the Netatmo-generated temperature surfaces, the minimum and
maximum temperatures extracted at the location for the KNMI station are 17.5 (23 July,
4 h) and 37.8 (25 July, 17 h), respectively. The temperature graphs in Figure 4 suggest that
Netatmo recordings have a warm bias for most temperatures measured in Rotterdam. A
comparison of the mean temperature values for the observed and estimated values, at the
location for the KNMI station, confirm a warm bias of 1.6 degrees. The temperature graphs
in Figure 4 further suggest that Netatmo recordings are slightly higher than the KNMI
recordings (especially during night-time), and that Netatmo recordings are “delayed” com-
pared to KNMI observations. Although the location of the point where values are extracted
(the location for the KNMI weather station is not in a built-up environment), the fact that
Netatmo sensors are mostly set up in an urban fabric land use category influences the
interpolated temperature surfaces. Build up areas heat up during the day but cool down
slower than other environments [17]. Otherwise, the two curves are congruent and have a
very high correlation coefficient (Pearson’s R = 0.94).
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Netatmo recordings.

The mean difference between the 144 KNMI recordings and the extracted values from
the 144 Netatmo-generated air temperature surfaces at the location for the KNMI station is
a positive bias of 1.6. In order to identify the quantity to calibrate, we ran one test without
calibration and five tests, adjusting the Netatmo air temperature recordings with different
levels of adjustment where Netatmo air temperature recordings are subtracted by −0.5,
−1.0, −1.5, −2.0 and −2.5 ◦C. Thereafter, using formula 4, we calculated six sets of 144
dew-point temperatures based on Netatmo air temperature recordings with no or five
levels of adjustment. As a reference, we used 144 dew-point temperatures recorded by the
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KNMI station. Table 1 shows the effect on RMSD (the closer to 0 the better the fit) on the
dew-point temperatures.

Table 1. The effect of root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) while comparing observed and estimated
dew-point temperatures without adjustment and with five levels of adjustments.

No Calibration −0.5 −1.0 −1.5 −2.0 −2.5

RMSD 1.76 1.41 1.15 1.05 1.16 1.43

For RQ2, as there are thresholds used for when apparent temperature values may
become harmful for human health, these values should be calibrated. We adjusted the
Netatmo air temperature recordings with the calibration yielding the lowest value for
RMSD, that is, with −1.5 ◦C.

3.2. Heat Hazard and Vulnerable Population

As shown in the map in Figure 5, the values in the humidex degree hours raster
surface range from 39 to 72. Applying the same humidex degree hours thresholds used for
Toronto [23], a large part of the Rotterdam sample area falls into the caution zone (values
above 48), whereas some patches in the north-eastern part of Rotterdam fall into the danger
zone (values above 72).
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values higher than 72 (the danger area). An HDH value of 72 corresponds to 12 consecutive hours, or half of the day, with
an apparent temperature value of 35 ◦C.

The diagram in Figure 6 shows a scatter diagram of percentages of the total population
in the neighbourhood (first axis) and average values of HDH within the neighbourhoods
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(second axis). Each neighbourhood is represented by a dot. As seen from the diagram,
there are numerous neighbourhoods that have values above the threshold value for HDH
caution zone (marked with a grey shade), but these have mainly low percentages of the
elderly population. Neighbourhoods to the right of the vertical black line have a majority
(>50%) of its population in the age group 65+. There are two neighbourhoods that stand
out with both high HDH and a high share of the 65+ population. The location of these is
highlighted on the map.
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4. Discussion

Gathering automatic temperature data from amateur weather stations to estimate
the magnitude of urban heat islands in urban areas in The Netherlands has been done
already, e.g., [15,28]. These studies conclude that automatic observations from weather
amateurs can be of sufficient quality for atmospheric research. We have used recordings
from Netatmo automated weather station to generate the humidex degree hours (HDH)
metric for Rotterdam city. We do not perform atmospheric research but rather research
on climate change adaptation and how to increase urban resilience to heat stress. Nev-
ertheless, the quality of crowdsourced data needs to be assessed, as such data have not
been collected under the same strict control schemes commonly required for scientific data
collection. Common errors from Netatmo recordings include set up of outdoor modules
inside or in a sunlit location, or other user-specific installation errors [11]. Because of these
errors and the fact that Netatmo weather stations are mainly set up in built-up areas, the
recordings typically come with a warm bias [10]. We quantified the warm bias between
spatially interpolated Netatmo data and KNMI’s weather station at Rotterdam airport
to be +1.5 ◦C, which is a similar quantity as found for London [10], but less than found
for Amsterdam [29]. de Vos et al. [29] compared temperatures from official measurement
stations with Netatmo personal weather stations. They found good agreements of the
measurements to the reference, with 2–3 ◦C higher temperatures from Netatmo stations
and believe this to be caused by the unknown setup of the Netatmo station, which is likely
be exposed to direct sunlight or close to walls, making it sensitive to radiation errors. For
the apparent temperatures used to calculate the HDH metric, we adjusted all Netatmo
recorded air temperatures with a factor −1.5 ◦C before further data processing.

Central to strategic climate change adaptation is to know where the most exposed
and vulnerable places are [30]. An increase in frequency, duration and intensity of heat
waves have already been observed [31], and it is, therefore, necessary to know where the
most heat-exposed areas within a city are, and whether these are temporally persistent.
The humidex degree hours (HDH) metric provide such information, as it integrates ap-
parent temperature intensity with duration into one spatial explicit value. Kershaw and
Millward [23] developed the index to identify geographical areas in Toronto where citizens
may experience adverse health effects of prolonged heat exposure. We have followed their
approach for a six-day heat wave event in Rotterdam in summer 2019. For each hour of
the day, we took the mean of the six corresponding rasters and found that among the 24
hourly rasters for a typical day during a heat wave, 12 of these were above the threshold
of 30 degrees (from 9 in the morning to 20 in the evening). From these 12 rasters, we
constructed an HDH raster as well as representations for “cautious” and “dangerous” areas
using Kershaw and Millward’s suggested HDH thresholds (i.e., 48 and 72) (see Figure 5).

As shown in Figure 5, both the Erasmus bridge (HDH = 40) and the Euromast
(HDH = 40) are in the parts with lower levels of HDH, which may not be surprising
given their close location to the Nieuwe Maas river. It is more surprising that Rotterdam
Central station also has a relative low value on the HDH index (HDH = 43). However, this
may be due to the urban geometry of this part of Rotterdam being characterised by large
open spaces that enhance air ventilation and high-rise buildings whose shadows reduce
solar insolation [32]. Cautious areas are found in the northwest corner and in the eastern
part of the study area. The land use categories in the northwest corner are “pastures”
(northern part) and, for the most part, “discontinuous urban fabric” and “industrial or
commercial units” (southern part). All the Netatmo sensors except one are set up in the
southern built-up area. We know from previous research where land surface tempera-
tures are recorded from satellite imagery that agricultural areas heat up less than urban
built-up areas [33,34]. However, we do not find this, as more than 83% of the Netatmo
weather stations in our Rotterdam sample are set up in the CORINE land use category,
“discontinuous urban fabric” (the CORINE land use class “discontinuous urban fabric”
is used “when urban structures and transport networks associated with vegetated areas
and bare surfaces are present and occupy significant surfaces in a discontinuous spatial
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pattern. The impermeable features like buildings, roads and artificially surfaced areas
range from 30 to 80 % land coverage” [34].) and only 1% in “pastures”. Consequently, the
interpolated values for the eastern pasture areas are heavily influenced by the recording
from the southern urban areas. [35]

Using bicycle traverse meteorological measurements, Heusinkveld et al. found that
the part of the transect south of lake Kralingen had the lowest UHI [26]. We find that the
place with the lowest HDH value is just north of lake Kralingen. Whereas Heusinkveld et al.
found that the areas in Rotterdam with highest UHI values are in the Centre—Harbour
area; we find that the areas with the highest HDH values are in the north-eastern part
(where Heusinkveld et al. also found high values—but not the highest). We found only
a few small areas towards the north-eastern corner of the study area that are in an area
denoted as “dangerous”. These are characterized with densely built area (area A and B)
but also the southern outskirts of a park (Park Hitland, area C). Although existing at a high
spatial resolution, Netatmo stations are not uniformly spread among land use categories.
Instead, they are dominantly found where people live or work, and temperature values for
land use categories such as parks and forest are, therefore, probably estimated to be higher
than they should be if there were recordings from weather stations located in these land
use categories. This may explain why the area C in Figure 5 is within the area denoted
as “dangerous”.

These “cautious” and “dangerous” zones could be used to identify the most heat-
exposed areas within a city but become more valuable when linked to vulnerable areas,
here defined as a high share of elderly population. The identification of neighbourhoods
that are both among the most exposed and vulnerable in a city can be useful in making
heat-resilient cities. For the Rotterdam case, these are the ones located in the upper, right
corner of the scatter plot shown in Figure 6. As the scatter plot and the map are linked
windows that visualize the same data, urban planners will know where these exposed and
vulnerable neighbourhoods are and could design measures that may make these places
more resilient towards heat exposure. Such planning could include both land use and
urban material.

Urban materials such as concrete, stone, metal and asphalt are impermeable surfaces
and, therefore, documented as the main cause of the urban heat island effect [36]. Built-up
areas typically have materials with a lower albedo, which means they absorb a large part
of the incoming sunlight. Heat is stored during daytime and, while rural areas cool off by
night, urban areas lack similar relief. As a result, thermal human comfort, productivity and
public health become worse compared to the surrounding countryside, especially during
warm summer days [37].

Related to land use planning, urban heat exposure can be moderated by increasing
the relative amount of land cover categories that have a cooling effect on air temperature
and by optimizing their configuration [38]. An effective mitigation would be to introduce
and increase blue-green infrastructures. The blue infrastructure includes lakes, water
reservoirs, rivers, wetlands, swamps, water engineering facilities, rain gardens, etc., while
the green infrastructure includes forests, arable fields, non-urbanized areas, grasslands,
woodlands, lawns, parks, private gardens, sports facilities, green roofs, green walls and
other facilities [39].

Water bodies can lower air temperature in their surroundings by up to 2 ◦C [40], and
this cooling effect has been shown to be felt up to until 35 meters away with a reduced
level of temperature of 1–2 ◦C [36,41]. From our sample, we also found that recordings
near water were cooler, but the differences were smaller and non-significant. We calculated
the distances from our sample of Netatmo weather stations (n = 193) to the nearest water
bodies, using the water feature from Open Street Map. The mean temperature for the full
sample was 22.99 ◦C; for the sample closer to water than 35 meters, it was 22.78 ◦C; for the
sample more than 35 meters away from water, it was 23.04 ◦C.

The kind of land cover category that is present in the immediate vicinity of the water
bodies is also important. It is recommended to reduce the share of impermeable surfaces
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and to increase the share of greenery in the surroundings of water bodies [42]. Vegetation
has been confirmed as having an observed mitigation impact on ambient temperature, and
increases in vegetated area translate to cooler surface and ambient temperatures at the local
scale, although the strength of this relationship is constrained by factors such as the type
of vegetation, leaf area index and the position of a tree in relation to a build structure [43].
Nevertheless, urban trees play a significant role in temperature mitigation by intercepting
incoming solar radiation, directly shading surfaces and reducing ambient temperatures
through evapotranspiration [43].

As The Netherlands and much of the rest of Europe will experience more heat stress
in the future combined with an urbanization trend, future research directions are likely
to include other means to increase urban resilience towards heat stress. As a response
to increased urban resilience, Amsterdam city has developed a web tool that guides the
inhabitants and visitors on where the less heat-exposed places are (see, for instance,
https://maps.amsterdam.nl/koeleplekken/). Local newspapers may have articles on
“cool ways to beat the heat wave” (https://www.sentinelandenterprise.com/2019/07/18
/five-cool-ways-to-beat-the-heat-wave/), where they have advices on where their readers
could go during a heat wave. Tourists, new immigrants and others may, however, not know
where to go to cool down. Inhabitants and visitors of Paris can use the app Extrema Paris
to find about 800 places where they could escape the heat (https://www.apc-paris.com/
actualite/extrema-paris-decouvrez-lapplication-qui-localise-lieux-fraicheur-a-paris). A
similar but generic approach is also done by Opach et al. [44] who aim to develop a
route planner supporting pedestrian navigation in hazard-exposed urban areas, including
heat-exposed areas.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we have assessed and investigated the use of Netatmo recordings
of temperatures during the heat wave taking place from 22 July to 27 July 2019, using
Rotterdam city area as a case. We have extracted values from 144 temperature surfaces
generated from Netatmo recordings using spatial interpolation (ordinary Kriging). The
values are extracted from the location where there is an official meteorological station. The
official temperature for each of the 144 h are then compared with the 144 estimated values,
and the two curves show a generally good fit and a high correlation but with a warm bias.
We have further replicated the calculation of the humidex degree hours (HDH) metric. As
an approach to identify the most heat-prone neighbourhoods, we do consider the use of
Netatmo recordings and the calculation of HDH metrics as a useful approach to identify
hazard-exposed neighbourhoods having the highest percentage of vulnerable population
groups. This could be useful information for those who plan adaptation measures to make
the urban population more resilient to heat waves. Examples of adaptation measures
could be the use of green roofs and the use of lighter-coloured surfaces in urban areas,
which reflect more sunlight and absorb less heat. Heat-exposed urban areas with high
proportion of vulnerable people (such as elderly) should be prioritized, and our study has
demonstrated how a screening can be done that identify neighbourhoods for where such
adaptation measures would be most needed.
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